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ABSTRACT

Three-dimensional seismic volumes from the central Fort
Worth Basin display roughly circular collapse chimneys that
extend vertically about 800 m from the Ordovician Ellen-
burger Formation to the Atokan �middle Pennsylvanian�
Caddo Limestone. Collapse chimneys in carbonates may be
caused by subaerial karst, hydrothermal, or tectonic exten-
sional processes. We use 3D multitrace geometric attributes
including coherence, volumetric curvature, and energy-
weighted, coherent amplitude gradients to investigate details
of the origin of these structures. The Ordovician Ellenburger
surface resembles a subaerial karst landscape of cockpits, do-
lines, and frying-pan valleys, while resistivity-based wireline
image logs record 50 m of karst breccia facies. However, im-
ages from coherence and long-wavelength most-positive and
most-negative-curvature volumes show many of the 800-m
collapse features are associated with basement faults or with
subtle Pennsylvanian and younger tectonic features, rather
than with intra-Ellenburger collapse. We hypothesize that al-
though the Ellenburger surface does contain a subaerial karst
overprint, the first-order control on the formation of the verti-
cally extensive collapse chimneys is bottoms-up tectonic-in-
duced extensional collapse. Although these collapse chim-
neys have been affected by burial fluid diagenesis, the main
consequence of burial fluid flow may be limited to the docu-
mented cementation of macrofractures. The apparent domi-
nance of tectonic extension processes over subaerial karst
and hydrothermal processes has basinwide implications for
distribution of fractures, late-stage cements, and reservoir de-
velopment and compartmentalization.
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INTRODUCTION

Over one-third of the world’s hydrocarbon reserves are in carbon-
te reservoirs, most of which are fractured, and many of which dis-
lay collapse features that may vertically extend for 10s to 100s of
eters. These collapse features can compartmentalize reservoirs

Bagdan and Pemberton, 2004� and, if they persist as topographic
eatures, may influence the deposition and distribution of reservoir
ands and carbonates in younger strata �Hardage et al., 1996�.
ounded collapse features �collapse chimneys� in subsurface car-
onates may result from subaerial karst processes and cavern col-
apse, from hydrothermal brecciation and dissolution, from tectonic
xtension associated with fault movement, or from some combina-
ion of these processes �Berger and Davies, 1999; Loucks et al.,
004; Sagan and Hart, 2004; McClay and Borora, 2001�. Determin-
ng the relative contribution and sequence of each process generat-
ng collapse features is important for constructing reservoir models,
nderstanding reservoir performance, and identifying potential for
eservoir development related to suprastratal deformation. Data for
etermining the origin of collapse features include lithology and
ock texture from well cuttings, cores and wireline image logs, and
eochemical signatures of rock samples. When well data are not
vailable, seismic data are the primary means of identifying the ori-
in and evolution of collapse features. This paper demonstrates the
se of multitrace seismic attributes to follow the evolution of verti-
ally extensive collapse features in an area where borehole data are
imited.

Volumetric seismic attributes, including coherence, reflector cur-
ature, reflector rotation, and energy-weighted, coherent amplitude
radients provide improved means for imaging small scale and sub-
le features and tracking changes in these features. In particular, re-
ector curvature calculated from discrete interpreted horizons is
ell correlated to fracture intensity �Lisle, 1994; Roberts, 2001�,
hile multispectral estimates of reflector curvature allow interpret-

rs to view long and short wavelength geologic features. In contrast
o conventional reflector curvature attributes, multitrace geometric
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ttributes produce a 3D attribute volume and facilitate the recogni-
ion of irregular geologic features by avoiding the need to preinter-
ret horizons. Well-established coherence attributes measure the lat-
ral changes in waveform, and, as such, are often sensitive to small
aults and to lateral changes in stratigraphy such as channels and
inkholes. Estimates of reflector curvature, including most-nega-
ive, most-positive, Gaussian curvature, and related shape indices

easure the lateral changes in reflector dip and azimuth and are
athematically independent of coherence measures. We have ap-

lied coherence and new volumetric, multitrace algorithms to a con-
entional 3D seismic volume from the Fort Worth Basin of north
exas to test hypotheses on the timing and origin of collapse chim-
eys that vertically extend from the Ordovician Ellenburger carbon-
tes through Mississippian and Pennsylvanian siliciclastics and car-
onates over a distance of almost 800 m.

The Fort Worth Basin is a Paleozoic foreland basin that formed
long the advancing border of the Ouachita fold and thrust belt �Fig-
re 1�, associated with the oblique lithospheric convergence of the
orth American and South American plates �Walper, 1982�. The

ower Ordovician Ellenburger carbonates �Figure 2� were deposited
n a shallow ramp setting and are unconformably overlain by upper
rdovician Viola Limestones �missing because of erosion in our

rea�. The overlying organic-rich Barnett Shale records deposition
n the developing deep-water foreland basin during the late Missis-

igure 1. The Fort Worth Basin and the Pennsylvanian Ouachita
hrust belt. The basin developed as a foredeep and underwent com-
ression and strike-slip deformation during the Pennsylvanian, fol-
owed by Mesozoic and Cenozoic extension. Collapse breccias com-
artmentalize Pennsylvanian reservoirs in the shaded area �after
ardage et al., 1996�.
ippian. Shallow-water siliciclastics and carbonates of the Marble
alls and Caddo record basin filling during the early to middle Penn-
ylvanian �Walper, 1982; Montgomery et al., 2005�. The Ellenburg-
r, in the area of seismic coverage, underwent at least two extensive
pisodes of subaerial weathering that may have produced karst land-
cape and cavern systems. The first episode occurred during the mid-
le Ordovician and is associated with a cratonwide regional uncon-
ormity following the Ellenburger deposition �Kerans, 1990; Fran-
een et al., 2003�. The second episode of exposure is less well con-
trained, but aerially covered much of north-central Texas and
ccurred during the Mississippian development of the Fort Worth
asin. Silurian and Devonian strata are missing over the study area,
long with any sedimentary record of possible additional times of
xposure �Grayson and Merrill, 1991; Bowker, 2003�.

In addition to being karsted, the Ellenburger underwent a number
f postburial tectonic events, including compression and oblique
lip associated with late Paleozoic continental collision and the
estward advancing Ouachita orogen �Ball and Perry, 1996� and

ate extension related to the Mesozoic opening of the Gulf of Mexico
nd the later formation of the regional down-to-the-coast Miocene
alcones fault system �Hoskins, 1982�. We anticipate that seismic
ttributes and conventional seismic volumes may reveal temporally
ifferent karst and tectonic overprints associated with these events.

Karst terrains contain geomorphic features such as sinkholes,
ockpit landforms �Cansler and Carr, 2001�, and round-ended fry-
ng-pan valleys. Cave and potential collapse systems most common-
y develop at or above water tables, generally within the upper
00 m of an exposed carbonate surface �Kerans, 1990�. Most of the
uried Ellenburger cave systems of west Texas collapsed prior to the
nd of the Ordovician, as evidenced by the age of their fill. Associat-
d cave fill deposits contain Ellenburger breccias and stratified de-
osits of the transgressive Upper Ordovician Simpson sandstones
hat regionally overlie the Ellenburger. Irregular Ellenburger topog-
aphy often is filled completely by the first 20–50 m of Simpson

igure 2. �a� Stratigraphic interval affected by collapse features and
b� southwest-northeast diagrammatic cross section from the Bend
rch to the Muenster Arch, along line Y-Y� in Figure 1. The Forest-
urg carbonates appear to be shed from shallow water environments
n the MuensterArch �after Pollastro, et al., 2003�.
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Attribute imaging of collapse chimneys B113
eposition �Kerans, 1990�. In contrast, the collapse chimneys in our
ata persist through about 800 meters of section. Collapse chimneys
f similar vertical extent also are present above the Ellenburger to
he west of our study area �Hardage et al., 1996�.

The character of the vertical collapse features in the Fort Worth
asin may record a complex history, similar to the history interpret-
d by Lucia �1996� for outcrops at the McKelligon Sag, near El Paso,
exas. These outcrops record a vertical collapse system of 760 m

hat includes collapse of separate Ordovician, Silurian, and Devo-
ian cave systems over a period of 100 million years. Once collapse
nded, the surface topography quickly healed; only about 16 m of
ediments was required to fill the irregular surface. Isotope data from
addle dolomite in fractures between the McKelligon collapse brec-
ia blocks indicate cement precipitation from deep burial fluids dur-
ng the Pennsylvanian �Kupecs and Land, 1991�. They proposed that
he source and migration of these deep burial fluids is related to the
mplacement of the Ouachita thrust belt.

This paper sheds light on the possible causes and history of the
ollapse features in the Fort Worth Basin through the application of
odern seismic attributes. We begin with a brief overview of the

eismic data quality and geometric attributes. We then examine the
eology in the survey area by integrating our new tools with more
onventional time/structure and isochore maps. Finally, we use
hese new images to support our hypothesis that the collapse features
re controlled more by tectonics than by subaerial karst or ther-
obaric processes. We propose that the collapse chimneys are ex-

ensional fault-related, polygonal depressions �rhombochasms�, af-
ecting basement and higher strata and, that these chimneys have
een reactivated by multiple tectonic events.

METHODOLOGY

The seismic survey used in this study is a composite of three sepa-
ate acquisition programs. The data were acquired and processed by
petroleum company through a commercial vendor using a work-
ow that consisted of elevation and static corrections, deconvolu-

ion, dip moveout, stack, and poststack time migration. This post-
tack data volume �Figure 3a� was then subjected to the attribute
nalysis described in this paper. First we applied edge-preserving
rincipal-component filtering �Marfurt, 2006� to suppress random
oise and enhance subtle discontinuities and offsets at minor faults
Figure 3b�. We note that the impact on the waveform and amplitude
s minimal but that the terminations are sharper.

Next we calculated a complete suite of geometric seismic attribute
olumes on both the original and edge-enhanced seismic data, in-
luding coherence �Marfurt et al., 1999�, multispectral curvature and
nergy-weighted, coherent amplitude gradients �Marfurt, 2006�. We
lso tied wells and performed poststack impedance inversion and
enerated more conventional single-trace attributes. These attribute
ubes were loaded into an interpretation workstation and interpreted
long with the seismic data and well control. The coherence, dip/azi-
uth, and energy-weighted, coherent-amplitude gradient volumes
ere generated using nine overlapping nine-trace, ±10 ms analysis
indows. The multispectral curvature and rotation volumes were

alculated using circular analysis windows containing between 13
races �for short wavelength calculations� and 78 traces �for long
avelength calculations�. The principal-component filtered version
f the data was more amenable to automatic picking. Of all the at-
ributes calculated, we found the long wavelength most-positive and
ost-negative curvature, energy-weighed, coherent amplitude gra-
ients, and principal-component estimate of coherence were the
ost valuable for our interpretation of faults, fractures, and karst

eatures. However, we must emphasize that these high-tech at-
ributes were only fully understood and are best communicated
hen integrated into the conventional interpretation work flow of ty-

ng wells, generating time/structure maps, generating isochores, and
roducing horizon extractions.

DATA ANALYSIS

In Figure 3b we indicate faults and some of the major horizons of
nterest in this study. Collapse features extend from within the Pre-
ambrian basement �yellow� through the Ordovician Ellenburger
green�, early Pennsylvanian Marble Falls �magenta� and middle
ennsylvanian Caddo Limestone �cyan�. The Atoka horizon marks

he top of a sand/siltstone sequence that has been a prolific producer,
nhanced by thicker sands filling in the collapse features. We plot
aults that penetrate the deeper part of the section in orange and those
hat are limited to the shallower section in yellow.Aregional wrench
ault system crosses the survey near the white arrow, close to A. The

igure 3. North-south line AA� through the maps shown in Figures 4
nd 5, �a� without and �b� with interpretation. We have applied edge-
reserving principal component filtering to these data. The cyan ho-
izon is the Pennsylvanian Caddo limestone; The green Ellenburger
ick is Lower Ordovician. Note the vertical collapse features indi-
ated by the white arrows. These collapse features are not filled in
mmediately above the Ellenburger but can be tracked from the base-

ent to shallower events. Orange faults penetrate the basement; yel-
ow faults are confined to strata above the basement. The magenta
ault is the major fault crossing the center of the survey.
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B114 Sullivan et al.
agenta fault is subtler but has components of dip, and perhaps,
trike slip as well. The wrench fault, the magenta fault, and the col-
apse features are evident on the time structure maps of the Marble
alls �Figure 4a� and Ellenburger �Figure 4b�. The time isochore be-

ween the Ellenburger and Marble Falls �Figure 5a� indicates a fairly
niform pattern, with thicker fill in the collapse feature and thicken-
ng north of the magenta fault. In contrast, the time isochore for the

arble Falls–Atoka interval �Figure 5b� displays a strong northeast-
outheast and southwest-northeast blocky fabric. Time slices
hrough the coherence volume �Marfurt et al., 1999� at the Marble
alls �Figure 6a� and Ellenburger �Figure 6b� levels show a complex
ystem of lineaments and collapse features. Although horizon ex-
ractions of coherence are particularly valuable for mapping smooth
tratigraphic features, time slices provide a less biased view of irreg-
lar or rugose surfaces. Although we do see the vertical trace of sev-
ral faults, the most prominent features are the circular collapse fea-
ures, which are more pronounced at the deeper Ellenburger level
han at the Marble Falls level. These collapse features are aligned in
onjugate northeast-southwest and northwest-southeast trends, and
ome are quite elongated, rather than circular. To understand these
ollapse patterns and their expression in the curvature attributes, we
isplay a folded section �Figure 7� through the filtered vertical seis-
ic cube corresponding to line AA� in Figure 6, coupled with a time

igure 4. Time structure maps on the �a� Marble Falls and �b� Ellen-
urger horizons. Arrows are shown in Figure 5 for reference. Line
A is shown in Figure 3.
�
lice at 1.2 s through the original seismic volume. We then compare
his image to time slices of 1.2 s through the most-negative and

ost-positive curvature attribute volumes.
To facilitate this comparison, we construct multiattribute displays

Figures 8 and 9�, where the original seismic data are shown on the
ertical face. Remember that although the value of the most-nega-
ive curvature is always less than the value of the �orthogonal� most-
ositive curvature at any analysis point, both attributes can have
egative values �for a bowl�, and both attributes can have positive
alues �for a dome�. Examining Figures 8 and 9 confirms this rela-
ion. Features that are bowls �collapse features� will have a negative
alue of positive curvature, colored green in Figures 8a and 9a. Fea-
ures that are domes will have a positive value of negative curvature
nd are red in Figures 8b and 9b. Lineaments in the most-negative
urvature time slices can usually be interpreted as valleys, while lin-
aments on the most-positive curvature usually can be interpreted as
idges. We note in Figures 8 and 9 that our collapse features often are
inked together, suggestive of cockpit karst and karst collapse fea-
ures described in Figures 10 and 11. Although we expect there is a

igure 5. Isochore �time-thickness� maps between �a� the Ellenburg-
r and Marble Falls horizons and �b� Marble Falls and Atoka hori-
ons. Line AA� is shown in Figure 3.Arrows are identical to those in
igures 3 and 4 showing collapse features. We note that we still ob-
erve differential thickness corresponding to continued collapse af-
er Marble Falls deposition.
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Attribute imaging of collapse chimneys B115
ubaerial karst component to the polygonal features observed in the
eismic data, some of the collapse features extend into the Precam-
rian igneous basement, where karst processes cannot operate.

Time slices at 0.8 s �near top Caddo�, 0.9 s, 1.0 s, 1.1 s �near top
arble Falls� 1.2 s �near top Ellenburger� and 1.3 s through the co-

erence volume �Figure 12�, most-negative-curvature volume �Fig-
re 13� and most-positive-curvature volume �Figure 14� provide
nique views of the data. The most-negative- and most-positive-cur-
ature attributes clearly image the fault crossing the center of the sur-
ey, the regional wrench fault in the southeast of the survey, and a
omplex system of northwest-southeast and northeast-southwest
onjugate faults and joints. The coherence image illuminates the
dges of the individual karst features but gives little direct indication
f their linkage nor of the small offset faults that are clearly seen on
igures 3a and b. A dual gradational color bar is particularly effec-

ive for curvature analysis so that we see red domal features bounded

igure 8. Foldaway combined attribute images corresponding to
igure 7. Seismic data are displayed on the vertical face. Long-
avelength �a� most-positive curvature and �b� most-negative cur-
ature are shown on the time slices. Positive values �red� on the
ost-negative curvature slice correspond to domes, while negative

alues �green� on the most-positive curvature slice correspond to
owls. We interpret such bowls as tectonic collapse features, linked
y a complex system of faults and joints.
igure 6. Time slices through the coherence volume at �a� 1.1 s and
b� 1.2 s. Note the Marble Falls �magenta�, Mississippian shale �red�
nd Ellenburger �green� picks. Black arrows indicate collapse fea-
ures shown in Figures 3–5. Red arrow locates a cored Ellenburger
igure 7. Foldaway view through the seismic data volume along line
A� shown in Figures 3–6. Top slice is at 1.2 s. The green pick is the
rdovician Ellenburger. The yellow pick is approximate basement.
vidence of downthrown blocks continues into the basement �cyan
rrows�. Subaerial karst should originate within the Ellenburger, not
n the crystalline basement. The seismic data shown here have been
nhanced through the use of principal component, edge-preserving
ltering.
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igure 9. Foldaway long-wavelength curvature images correspond-
ng to Figures 6 and 7: �a� most-positive curvature and �b� most-neg-
tive curvature. Curvature attributes are displayed on the vertical
ace. Curvature calculations were performed on a circular grid con-
aining 75 traces a vertical analysis window of ±10 ms to minimize
ertical smearing. We note consistent patterns of curvature with
epth, cutting through the basement �yellow� pick. Some of these
urvature features appear to be non vertical �arrows� implying they

re controlled by faults.
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c

igure 10. Mature cockpit karst topography results from a combina-
ion of dissolution and preburial collapse of cave systems. In this
rocess, well cemented, low-porosity intercave areas persist as
ounded knolls and hills �after Cansler and Carr, 2001�.
igure 11. Karst model of features associated with subaerial weath-
ring and erosion of West Texas Ellenburger carbonates. Cave sys-
ems most commonly fill with collapse breccias and sediments asso-
igure 12. Slices through the coherence volume at �a� 0.8 s, �b�
.9 s, �c� 1.0 s, �d� 1.1 s, �e� 1.2 s, and �f� 1.3 s. The analysis win-
ow is ±10 ms and 9 traces. White arrow in Figure 12e indicates lo-
ation of image log shown in Figure 15.
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y green valleys on the most-negative-curvature attribute �Figure
3� and green collapse features between red ridges on the most-posi-
ive-curvature attribute �Figure 14�.

We also note that the collapse features appear to be most intense
sharpest� below the Ellenburger horizon in Figures 12e, 13e, and
4e and gradually broaden to the Caddo horizon in Figures 12a, 13a,
nd 14a. Although we feel confident that the Ellenburger has under-
one subaerial karst generation, as evidenced by distinctive karst
reccia facies in an image log �Figure 15� from the study area, we ob-
erve this is a pervasive background overprint. The location of the
ell in Figure 15 is marked in Figure 12e �white arrow�, and is not

ssociated with a large collapse feature. We note a marked change in
he distribution of lineaments with age, which we show as rose dia-
rams in Figure 16. While the collapse features appear to be perva-
ive from basement to above the Caddo horizon, the tectonic stresses
ave changed direction over geologic time.

We have found in other surveys �Blumentritt et al., 2003� that the
nergy-weighed, coherent amplitude gradient can be effective in de-
ineating lateral changes in rock thickness, which are often ex-
ressed in seismic data as changes in thin bed tuning. The energy-

igure 13. Slices through the most-negative-curvature volume at �a�
.8 s, �b� 0.9 s, �c� 1.0 s, �d� 1.1 s, �e� 1.2 s, and �f� 1.3 s. We used a
ong-wavelength calculation with an analysis window of ±10 ms
nd 75 traces. Color bar is identical to those used in Figures 8 and 9.
omes appear brown. Bowls and valleys appear green. Note persis-

ence of collapse features with depth and lack of lateral offset of fea-
ures along post-Caddo east-west fault.
igure 14. Slices through the most-positive-curvature volume at �a�
.8 s, �b� 0.9 s, �c� 1.0 s, �d� 1.1 s, �e� 1.2 s, and �f� 1.3 s. We used a
ong-wavelength calculation with an analysis window of ±10 ms
nd 75 traces. Color bar is identical to those used in Figures 8 and 9.
igure 15. Resistivity-based image log showing karst breccia fabric,
ncluding rounded plus angular matrix-supported clasts and strati-
ed fine sediment �white arrow�. Location of well is indicated by ar-
ow in Figure 12e; note that well location is not within a major col-
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eighted, coherent amplitude gradients extracted along the Ellen-
urger horizon �Figure 17� show three types of features. The first
ype of feature, indicated by yellow arrows, has a craterlike appear-
nce. These craters correspond to the location of collapse structures
een on the Ellenburger coherence volume �Figure 12e� and to local
hickening on the Ellenburger-Marble Falls isochore map �Figure 5�.

e interpret these features as resulting from changes in sediment
hickness within the collapse structures. The second type of feature,
ndicated by magenta arrows on the energy-weighted, coherent am-
litude attribute image, are linear events that correlate well with
aults and fractures seen in the other attribute volumes. The third
ype of feature, indicated by green arrows, is not apparent on any of
he other attribute extractions or time slices. We interpret these fea-
ures as thin meandering channels that appear to be controlled by the
alleys and collapse features seen in Figure 13e. Other, more diffuse
eatures we interpret as tuning effects associated with filling these
alleys.

igure 16. Rose diagrams of lineaments. Picked on time slices at �a�
pproximately top of the Caddo horizon at 0.8 s, as shown in Figures
2a, 13a, and 14a and �b� at approximately the top of the Ellenburger
orizon as shown in Figures 12e, 13e, and 14e. Hoskins �1982� mea-
ured joints in surface outcrops �c� near the study area and related
hese to Miocene extension along the Balcones fault system �red
ines�. Present-day maximum stress �1 is vertical in the subsurface
tudy area, and �2, the maximum horizontal stress, is N40–47°E
after Siebrits et al., 2000�.
CONCLUSIONS

While the horizontal expression of the vertical collapse features in
he Fort Worth Basin data is readily seen on traditional time/structure
nd isochore maps �Figures 4 and 5�, their relationship to faulting is
ore clearly presented in time slices and horizon extractions

hrough coherence and curvature attribute volumes �Figures 12–14�.
e note that the collapse features are intense at the Ellenburger time

nd cut into the basement in some areas but are greatly subdued at the
addo Limestone level �Figures 12–14�. Indeed, the expression at
addo time �Figure 12a� shows no discontinuities, implying that the
ollapse seen on the curvature volumes �Figures 13a and 14a� is at-
ributable to either continued compaction or dissolution from below,
ather than to top-down, subaerial karst processes following deposi-
ion of the Caddo.

Isochrons of Marble Falls to Ellenburger �Figure 5a� and Caddo to
arble Falls �Figure 5b� show decreasing magnitude of the circular

ollapse features, demonstrating that collapse was episodic and de-
reasing by Atokan time. The alignment of collapse features at the
eeper levels �Figures 12e–14e� with shallow lineaments suggests a
ost-Atokan reactivation of those joints. Current maximum stress in
he subsurface Mississippian strata near the study area is vertical; in
he area of seismic coverage, the stress �2 is N40-47E. Within the
tudy area, open joint systems in surface outcrops of the Upper Penn-
ylvanian are dominated by NNE and NNW sets �Figure 16c�, which
oskins �1982� interprets as related to extension along the trans Tex-

s Miocene-age, down-to-the-coast Balconies fault system �al-

igure 17. �a� North-south and �b� east-west energy-weighted, co-
erent amplitude gradient extracted along the Ellenburger horizon.
ellow arrows indicate representative circular collapse features;
agenta arrows indicate lineations associated with faults and frac-

ures, and green arrows indicate meandering channels and in-filled
aleo topography. Subtle NS striations in �b� are attributable to ac-
uisition footprint.
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hough we speculate there may be Mesozoic extension as well�. We
nterpret the observed features in the seismic data as indicating that
llenburger subaerial karst events were influenced by basement

aults, and that these faults were reactivated during deposition of
tokan siliciclastics. Orientation of pinnate lineaments at the Ellen-
urger level and extensional joints at the Caddo level suggest possi-
le reversal of stresses in the area related to the Ouachita orogeny
nd later Miocene or other extensional events.

We conclude that some of the collapse features originated as sub-
erial karst, as evidenced by channels cutting the top of the Ellen-
urger �Figure 17� and that karst formation was likely more intense
elow the Mississippian unconformity than below the middle Or-
ovician unconformity. We have observed that in other Fort Worth
asin 3D surveys that Lower Ordovician Ellenburger carbonates
verlain by Upper Ordovician carbonates appear to contain a lower
ensity of sinkholelike features than do Ellenburger carbonates
verlain directly by Mississippian shales.

Although the Ellenburger carbonates were subaerially exposed at
east twice, we propose that most of the extensive collapse chimneys
bserved in the seismic volume is the result of extensional faulting,
nhanced, perhaps, by deep burial fluids moving along Pennsylva-
ian or younger fractures and seismic-scale faults. Calcite cement
lugging of macrofractures observed within the Mississippian
hales may represent a final stage of this process.

We anticipate that further improvements in the attributes that we
ave used will allow us to further separate subtle faults and collapse
eatures that form under different conditions. For example, we ex-
ect that differences in timing and mode of karst formation have the
otential to produce cave fill and plumbing systems with distinct pat-
erns of porosity and permeability. The geomorphic expression of
arst or tectonic collapse features is increasingly recognized as an
mportant control on the deposition and fracturing of younger reser-
oirs for the Fort Worth Basin and for sandstones above karsted Mis-
issippian carbonates in Kansas. We believe that the application of
uch new seismic attributes to 3D seismic volumes allows detection
f normally subseismic features and provides a tool for determining
iming and nature of features that may be related to karst, tectonic, or
ydrothermal collapse and for improved mapping of reservoir bod-
es, permeability fairways, and various surfaces associated with
eathered and fractured carbonates.
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